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56.           Oppose Monisha  Parker Here are some suggestions for strengthening the Aircraft Fueling Concession 
Services Contracts in Los Angeles County:

**Focus on Competition and Fairness:**

* **Promote competitive bidding:** Regularly review and re-open the bidding 
process to ensure qualified companies get a chance to compete and offer the 
best rates and services.
* **Transparency in selection process:** Establish clear and objective criteria 
for selecting concessionaires, ensuring transparency and fairness in the 
process.
* **Consider tiered pricing:** Explore tiered pricing structures based on fuel 
type, aircraft size, or volume purchased to cater to diverse needs and 
encourage competition.

**Enhance Service Quality and Efficiency:**

* **Define clear service standards:** Outline clear standards for service 
quality, including fuel quality, turnaround times, safety protocols, and 
emergency response procedures.
* **Incentivize performance:** Consider incorporating performance-based 
incentives in the contracts to reward exceeding standards and achieving 
efficiency gains.
* **Invest in technology:** Encourage concessionaires to adopt technologies 
that improve fueling efficiency, data collection, and communication with 
airlines.

**Promote Sustainability and Environmental Responsibility:**

* **Incentivize sustainable practices:** Include clauses that incentivize the 
use of sustainable aviation fuels, renewable energy sources, and 
environmentally friendly infrastructure.
* **Reduce emissions:** Set clear targets for reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions and air pollution associated with fueling operations.
* **Compliance with regulations:** Ensure the contracts adhere to all 
applicable environmental regulations and industry best practices.

**Strengthen Collaboration and Communication:**

* **Regular communication channels:** Establish open communication 
channels between the County and concessionaires to address concerns, 
share information, and collaborate on improvements.
* **Data sharing and transparency:** Encourage data sharing among 
stakeholders to gain insights into fueling operations, identify areas for 
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optimization, and track progress towards goals.
* **Joint planning and investment:** Explore opportunities for joint planning 
and investment in infrastructure upgrades, technology solutions, and 
sustainability initiatives.

**Additional Considerations:**

* **Community engagement:** Consider involving community members in 
discussions about the impact of fueling operations and potential 
improvements.
* **Labor considerations:** Ensure contracts adhere to fair labor practices and 
promote good working conditions for employees.
* **Economic benefits:** Evaluate the economic impact of the concession 
contracts on the local economy and seek opportunities to maximize local 
benefits.

By implementing these suggestions and tailoring them to the specific needs 
and context of Los Angeles County, you can contribute to stronger Aircraft 
Fueling Concession Services Contracts that promote competition, ensure 
service quality, prioritize sustainability, and benefit the community.
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